Take your institution’s open
source skills to the next
level with Adopt an Academy

What is Adopt an Academy?
Adopt an Academy is a program where interested Red Hat Associates
can engage with a Red Hat® Academy on a regular basis, leveraging
their industry experience and technical expertise to ultimately better
enable instructors and students across academic institutions in their
communities. Red Hatters’ participation can range from leading guest
lectures, joining advisory boards, hosting technical workshops, and
even providing student mentorship.
The ultimate goal of this program is to help drive further adoption
of Red Hat technologies and bring our content to life for your
students. We want academies to be aware that this is available to
them and communicate the benefits of the program.

Why should my institution be a part of this program?
Teach students about open source
technologies from Red Hat Associates
and skilled professionals who have
hands-on, industry experience.
Equip younger generations with
in-demand skills in order to encourage
open source learning and knowledge of
Red Hat technology.
Bring practical curriculum applications
to life by providing real world examples
of how the content they are learning in
the classroom can be applied in their
future careers.

Build connections with industry
professionals for future job opportunities
for students.
Offer additional motivation and
guidance to students who are looking
for industry demanded learning.
Have the voice of industry help direct
their academic programs based on the
most updated and relevant skill sets.
Introduce new emerging technologies
to students beyond those concepts
covered in class.

93%

of hiring managers report difficulty finding
sufficient talent with open source skills, up
from 87% two years ago.
Linux Foundation. “2020 Open Source Jobs Report,” 2020

How does our academy participate?
Each affiliated Red Hat Academy must
participate in at least one event per semester in
order to maintain their status in the Adopt an
Academy program. Examples of events include:
+ Host events on campus or virtually
+ Create coding or quiz contests that challenge students’
open source knowledge with real-world applications
+ Invite the Red Hat Associate affiliated with your institution
to host a presentation or talk with your class about Red Hat
technologies, emerging technologies, IT skills needed to
succeed, and more

How does my
institution apply for
Adopt an Academy?

Your designated Academy Administrator will
log into his or her Red Hat Academy Learning
Platform account and express interest under
the “Manage Academy Instructors” tab.
For those who have not accessed the Red Hat
Academy Learning Platform yet, reach out to
your Red Hat Academy contact.

“Red Hat Academy at APSIT India is a collaborative effort between APSIT and
Red Hat to impart the skills leading to the global certifications in the areas of
System Administration, Middleware Development and Microservices. Under the
Adopt An Academy program, we organized a couple of sessions in June-20 on
Red Hat Enterprise Application Development and OpenShift Container
Platform. During these sessions, the Red Hat consultants shared their industry
experience and technical expertise which increased the awareness and
knowledge about Red Hat Linux, Application Development and OpenShift
among the students. These sessions were attended by 155 students with
positive interaction and response. Now the students are looking forward to more
such informative and interesting sessions in future.”
Kiran Deshpande
Red Hat Academy Administrator
A. P. Shah Institute of Technology | India

Join this innovative program
today through the Red Hat
Academy Learning Platform

View more information about Red Hat Academy
on our website »
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